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Ashton Applewhite fighting against aging stereotypes
By Brian Goslow

W

e marched in the 60s; now we’re all
60. It’s time to use those same voices
to make change.
The quote comes from a participant at the
first meeting of The Radical Age Movement,
a New York-centered but nationwide grass
roots group that “challenges traditional
notions of aging and introduces new ideas
for building co-creative and interdependent
communities.” Author Ashton Applewhite
shared the quote on her Twitter page (twitter.
com/thischairrocks).
The twitter account is an offshoot of the
68-year-old Brooklyn resident’s “This Chair
Rocks: pushing back against ageism — which affects everyone”
blog (thischairrocks.com) that
she brought to the Internet in
2007. She uses social media to
promote the blog.
“I’m a little bit of a technophobe and it is a bit of a struggle
for me, but I am possessed by
this cause and the need to raise
awareness of ageism, and clearly if
I’m going to do that, I need to use
the tools of the day,” Applewhite
said. “It’s very useful. I’ve met
many good people. I’ve gotten work through
it. I’ve done the groundwork because that
(social media) is where the next generation
does a lot of its communicating.”
And communicate she does, sometimes
one person at a time, starting with a reporter’s
question. When asked if having pro-active
civic, political and cultural organizations like
the Radical Age Movement allows members
of her generation to revisit the excitement of
their youth, she’s quick to scold. She points
out that the phrasing of the question holds
an age bias that suggests the most passionate civil participation takes place in people’s
younger years.
And she’s right. The question is ageist.
“I don’t like the suggestion that it (social
activism) might make you reminiscent of
your youth,” Applewhite explained. “When
we say we feel young, we use ‘young’ as a
substitute for feeling energetic or feeling
important or feeling engaged.”
She said it’s important to use words that
apply to any age because the symptom or
activity being described is of the moment,
not because a certain age has been reached.
“Sometimes we say, ‘I feel old,’ when what we
really mean is, ‘I feel tired,’ ‘I feel miserable’
or ‘My feet hurt.’ What’s really going on is
your feet hurt, and they can hurt at any age.
“I would hope — and I do think — that
a movement is starting to happen, that the
Radical Age Movement involved people of
all ages because ageism affects young people
as well as old people — it affects our whole
life,” Applewhite said.
“Its most drastic effects are on old people
because of the focus on the youth culture, but
teenagers, in particular, also feel it extremely.
It affects 20-year-olds who get depressed

because they’re not having the most
fabulous careers and sex and everything every minute which they (feel
they) should be because they’re 20.”
The expectations of what life
should be like at certain ages is
presented through the imagery and
messages put forth by mass media
and advertising and can serve as an
oppressive measure, turning people
into products with an expiration date.
“That’s a trauma by society,” she said.
“Not all women who are 30 think, ‘I’m
over the hill now.’”
Perhaps no bigger stigma hovers
over a segment of the United States
population than those
who’ve been burdened
with being called baby
boomers, those folks who Applewhite biking through Vietnam
were born between 1946
talking to Applewhite is her admission that
and 1964. Applewhite doesn’t she too, at one time, believed these stereolove the term ‘baby boom’ because types — and that we all have a lot of work
it implies homogeneity and puts to do to reverse and change them.
its 76.4 million people (according
“I hugely overestimated the percentage of
to the April 2014 figure from the people over 65 in nursing homes,” she said.
U.S. Census Bureau) into a single “It’s 4 percent. I was astonished to hear that,
classification. “In an ideal world, I just to learn, maybe I was more ignorant
wouldn’t generalize about genera- than other people, going into this, that the
tions at all, but let’s face it, it’s a vast majority of people live independent
handy term,” she said.
lives until they come down with whatever
While she hopes all generations will kills them. They live independently, they
participate, Applewhite thinks the heart of enjoy their lives — they probably have some
the Radical Age Movement will be people in memory loss since cognitive capacity does
their 50s, 60s and 70s.
diminish — but older people are functioning
“My generation is both starting to accept effectively in the world.”
the fact that we are aging — which is a good
She said the long-held belief that older
thing — and pushing back against it,” she people are depressed also doesn’t hold up
said. There’s a double edge to the activism to study. “Older people actually have better
in that while it promotes taking down the mental health than young or middle aged
barriers of expectations of
people,” she said.
people based on their age,
As a society, older
it’s also important that we
folks need to learn not to
remember that although
accept these stereotypes.
proper maintenance can
“Most people don’t know
benefit our body and
these very basic facts and
its physical and mental
are stuck in a way more
capabilities, we shouldn’t
negative view of late life so
ignore the realities of time.
that when they encounter
“We feel we need to
discrimination, they don’t
try to stay healthy to stay
challenge it,” Applewhite
mobile, but I think it’s
said. “When they forget
also a little delusional to
something, they think,
think you can exercise
‘Oh, it’s because I’m 65,’
and do vitamins, and work
forgetting that when they
your way out of aging.
were in high school, they
You can’t, so you have
couldn’t find the car keys
to be careful that it’s not
either.”
a form of age denial,”
The same way of thinkApplewhite said. “We have
ing applies to those pesky
to be accepting of the fact
aches and pains. “If my
that we are aging.”
knee hurts, I think, ‘Oh
On the other hand, as Applewhite on a rafting trip
my knee hurts because
we reach the ages of 50,
I’m 65 and I’m getting
60, 70, we have been conditioned to dread old,’ ” she said. You think that discomfort is
each of those timeline marks as a terrible a result of your age — without ever thinking
step towards decrepitude, dementia and your other knee doesn’t hurt.
depression. “And we get there and it’s not
So how to overturn these long held
that bad,” Applewhite said.
beliefs? Let’s start with the workplace, where
One of the things that’s refreshing about older folks might feel the reason they can’t
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get a job is because of their age. “Well,
you might need to hone your skills,”
Applewhite said. “You might need
to present yourself differently in the
world.”
While she’s not saying anti-older
worker bias doesn’t exist in a society
that says older people aren’t worth as
much as younger people, part of her
mission is to let people know that not
one of the myths about older people
in the workplace holds up. If business
owners would look at the data, they
would have a different perspective.
“(Older people) learn things just as
well,” said Applewhite. “They are more
job loyal. They are happy to learn new
things. They are receptive to training.
They stay on the job longer.”
All social change begins with
awareness, she said. “The first step
in any movement is to look at our own
biases, which is uncomfortable because
they’re unconscious or unseen and no one
wants to acknowledge that they’re biased or
that we’re all biased,” she said.
As an example of how attitudes can
change, she cited the way women were
portrayed for decades as being less competent, less intelligent and unable to handle
positions of authority.
“For a long time, until the women’s movement, women just bought that,” Applewhite
said. “Before (Betty Friedman’s 1963 book)
The Feminine Mystique came along, these
middle class housewives, if they were
unhappy, just thought, ‘I need a better washing machine or a fluffier soufflé.’ And they
blamed themselves (for being unhappy).”
Applewhite thinks there’s little difference
in ageist attitudes toward older people based
on their sex, but pointed out that for many
white men, the first time in their life they
experience being a minority and being discriminated against on the basis of something
they can’t change is when they retire.
“Since everyone ages, men are hostage to
that as well as women,” she said. “The process of coming to terms with your changing
identity and feelings of diminished visibility
and lack of power are pretty universal.”
Many older women, she added, are doubly
victimized in life, having experienced sexism
and now ageism.
While changing institutional attitudes
toward aging might seem like a monumental task, individual attitudes may be even
more difficult to reverse as many of those
propagating them actually think they’re
being supportive.
“If somebody calls me ‘young lady,’ that’s
ageism,” Applewhite explained. “I’m not a
young lady — it’s patronizing and insulting
to be called a young lady. It’s the same with
‘You look good for your age.’ That’s ageism.
I may look good or I may look bad, but
when you say you look good for your age,
what you’re saying is, ‘Oh, everyone your
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Social Security is not a political toy
By Sondra Shapiro

S

eventy-five years ago, May Fuller, 65,
received the first Social Security check.
The amount was $22.54.
Fuller filed her retirement
claim on Nov. 4, 1939, having worked under Social
Security for a little short of
three years.
You may or may not be
a fan of Obamacare, but one
thing is clear: It has provided
a diversion from the problems that plague
Social Security, a program that has helped
sustain Fuller and millions since.
The most recent trustee report revealed
the retirement trust fund should run dry by
2034 and the program would take in only
enough payroll taxes to pay 75 percent of
benefits.
The Social Security trust fund, which
pays the benefit, has two components: the
retirement fund (OASI) and the Disability
Insurance Trust Fund (SSDI).
The struggling disability program is slated to run dry in 2016. Through the years,
11 times to be exact, Congress has allocated the funneling of funds to the SSDI
under both Democratic and Republican
administrations, the last time being in
1994.
Now recent action by House
Republicans might have put Social Security
right back front and center by halting the
practice of allocating additional funds into
the struggling disability program. The
action could result in a 20 percent cut in
disability benefits by late next year for the
approximately 9 million beneficiaries.
The move by the new GOP majority in
Congress might be interpreted as a tactic
to ultimately make cuts to the retirement
and disability programs. Indeed, the ruling
actually states that it is blocking the cash
transfusion unless it goes along with a larger plan to improve Social Security solvency,
by either trimming benefits or raising taxes.
Social Security is a pay-as-you-go system — today’s workers and employers pay
for current retirees through a 12.4 percent
combined tax on wages up to $118,500.
Beneficiaries usually get more in benefits
than they and their employers have paid
into the system.
While the program has more than $2.7
trillion in reserves, the retirement portion
has been paying out more in benefits than
it collects in payroll taxes since 2010. The
trust fund should run dry by 2034 when
the program would take in only enough
payroll taxes to pay 75 percent of benefits.
Compared to 1935, when the Social
Security Act was passed, people are living
ever longer lives, so they will be collecting
benefits for more years.
The Urban Institute reported an
average-earning male who reached age 65
in 1960 received $6.39 in Social Security
benefits for every dollar he paid in Social
Security taxes.
Workers, who reached age 65 in 2010,
receive 92 cents for every dollar paid in
taxes, and workers who reach age 65 in
2030 will receive only 84 cents for every
dollar in payroll tax contributions.
Compounding the issue, the birth rate
has been declining since 1964; the ratio of
workers supporting each retiree is shrinking.
According to the Social Security Ad-
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Members of Stockbridge club have met monthly since 1892
By Jenn Smith
STOCKBRIDGE —
hey believe in education and enlightenment. They believe in community
and charity. And they believe in the
tradition of social networking over a proper
high tea.
They are the ladies of the Tuesday Club
of Stockbridge, who have continued to consistently meet since the group was first convened in 1892 among a group of women
belonging to St. Paul’s Episcopal Parish.
These women began calling together
meetings a couple times a month in their
homes, according to historic records, bringing together around 45 women.
According to current Tuesday Club Vice
President Carole Owens, a historian, private
members-only men’s and women’s “clubs”
came into vogue during the 19th century,
but for different purposes.
“There were men’s clubs, like the Lenox
Club, that were built around a social something, like golf, polo, poker. Men’s clubs
centered around sport and dining,” she
said.
Norman Rockwell, for example, often
enjoyed supper with the Thursday Evening
Club of Pittsfield.
“Women’s clubs were generally a daytime gathering. If you were a woman in the
19th century, you would not go out alone,
and certainly wouldn’t go out at night. In
those times, women weren’t educated past a
certain point, so they were trying to enrich
their knowledge,” Owens said.
In the early 1920s, the Tuesday Club
of Stockbridge moved out of homes, and

T

began holding regular meetings in the
Rockwell; sculptor Margaret French
St. Paul’s vestry space. In 1972, when
Cresson, daughter of sculptor Daniel
the parish re-purposed the space to
Chester French, among other luminarbecome a nursery school, the Tuesday
ies.
Club relocated with the blessing of the
During the time of past President
First Congregational Church, to the
Miss Alice Byington, who served from
church’s Jonathan Edwards Room at 4
1896 to 1908, members would stage a
Main St., where the women still gather
play written by her.
today.
Coming up, James Kraft and Wendy
“The Tuesday Club of Stockbridge
Power Spielmann will co-present “Love
is large in thought, word and deed,
Poetry: From Ancient April marks the
in the spirit of education, community Rockwell once spoke before the Tuesday Club of
Tuesday Club’s annual benefit preand giving,” Owens said.
sentation, which this year will feature
Stockbridge. He is pictured in his studio, circa 1970.
“The object of the organization is to
Barrington Stage Company Artistic
foster interest in literature, art, music,
Director Julianne Boyd and Playwright
the Tea Committee or another Tuesday Club
history, science and civic affairs and to proMentoring Project Director Kim Stauffer.
subcommittee.
mote cordial relationships among members,
Musicologist Jeremy Yudkin is expected to
“Their practice is a wonderful step back
and also to sponsor and support programs
in time, and at the same time, the topics are present in May.
for the welfare of the community” said curIn June of each year, the ladies review
very up to date,” said Stockbridge Library
rent president, Claudia Shuster. “I attribute
their remaining dues and donations colArchives and Museum Curator Barbara
our longevity to the maintaining of these
lected over the year, and select a beneficiary
Allen.
objectives as paramount. In addition our
or two to support with the money. Past
Allen said the library maintains most of
formal teas represent a tradition that many
recipients include local food pantries, Kids
the original Tuesday Club records of meethold dear.”
4 Harmony and other local youth programs
ings and milestones.
Most of the ladies of the group are of
of the state Department of Children and
“Our mission is to bring good to the
retirement age. While the majority of its 50
Families, and other nonprofits.
community and provide cultural opportuor so members are Stockbridge residents,
Moving forward, Owens said she hopes
nity to its members,” said Mary Hoeltzel,
membership has also been extended to
the Tuesday Club continues to balance
who chairs the programs committee.
include women from West Stockbridge,
tradition while keeping up with the times,
She’s been a Tuesday Club member for
Lee, Pittsfield, even New Lebanon, N.Y.
which she says has been key to the group’s
nine years, joining when she moved to
They meet at 2 p.m. on the third
longevity.
Stockbridge and into her aunt’s house.
Tuesday of each month, following the tradi“For me, I believe, it’s community that’s
“My aunt, Dorothy Brown, was a longtional academic calendar year.
time member,” Hoeltzel explained. “I live in been key. It’s just wonderful to have a comWhile the speaker portions of their
her house and I inherited the Tuesday Club munity of women who know you, who
meetings are open to both women and men from her.”
care about you, and who you can care
of the public, one must be invited then
Guest presenters of the past have includ- about,” she said. “We celebrate together, we
formally apply to become a Tuesday Club
mourn together, and together, we look after
ed Dr. Austen Fox Riggs, the namesake of
member. Upon acceptance, she then agrees
the greater community, too.” — AP/The
the town’s psychiatric research and resito pay club dues in addition to serving on
Berkshire Eagle
dential facility; illustrator/painter Norman

World War II POW reflects on experiences
By Brian Steele
WEST SPRINGFIELD —
ne of the most striking things about
Bart Hastings is his humility. Another
is his willingness to discuss a part of
his life that others with the same experience
would rather forget.
Hastings, an 89-year-old World War II
veteran, was captured by German soldiers in
1944 while fighting near the Belgian border.
He spent more than five months as a prisoner
of war, forced to build roadblocks during
the day and sleep on a wooden pallet in a
basement in Neubrandenburg.
He was just 19 years old.
Hastings enlisted at 17 through the Army

O

Specialized Training Program,
which allowed him to go to college before joining the armed
forces. But the program was shut
down just three months later, and,
as part of 335th regiment of the
84th infantry division, he boarded
a ship to Liverpool, England.
After crossing the English
Channel to France, and working
their way toward Belgium and the
Netherlands, the troops encountered enemy forces and Hastings
had his rifle shot out of his hand. He wasn’t
wounded, but the company lost 200 men
and he and 100 others were captured.
It was the first time he had ever seen

combat.
During an interview with
MassLive.com, Hastings repeatedly shrugged off any suggestion
that he had endured hardship,
calling himself “lucky” to have
survived uninjured. Despite the
poor food supply in Stalag II-A,
and his significant weight loss, he
speaks of his captivity as if he were
describing a bad day at work.
“It wasn’t really back-breaking
labor. It was more tedious, if you
want to call it that,” he said.
Surviving on a diet not fit for sustaining
life was a challenge, but Hastings found a
way. He said fellow prisoners bribed the

Support our
AdvertiSerS
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guards with cigarettes and were allowed to
take quick trips to a nearby village to get
food. Then they sold some of it to Hastings
for more cigarettes, which came in the
occasional care package from the Red Cross.
Hastings’ sense of humor, aided by a
quick wit and a tendency toward gentle
self-deprecation, was evident throughout his
recollection. He laughed while talking about
how he and his fellow POWs occasionally
weakened rail lines to sabotage the labor
they were performing for the Germans. He
casually dropped in a mention of debilitating
frostbite to his feet.
One might expect that he and his fellow
POW page 12
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Local author’s book offers soldiers’ take on Afghanistan war
By Brittney McNamara
HUDSON —
n his new book, local author
Mike Walling recounts the war in
Afghanistan, but many of the words in
the book are not his own.
Through stories from veterans,
Walling’s Enduring Freedom Enduring
Voices: U.S. Operations in Afghanistan tells
of what the war was like for those fighting it. The book chronicles veteran voices, giving readers a perspective Walling
said is not often heard.
Walling’s fifth book is an account of
the nation’s operations in Afghanistan
from 2001 to 2013. Flowing through the
war chronologically, the book focuses not
on the larger geopolitical motives, but
instead on the people who lived it and
fought daily.
“I give the context of what occurred,
then put you on the ground with people
who were there, in the helicopters or
gunships, in the cockpits of the men flying close air support,” Walling said.
Walling, a former first class petty officer in the Coast Guard, said he hopes the
book will contextualize the war.
“When you’re watching the news,
reading the paper, you’re getting an ice
cube off an iceberg of a story,” he said. “I
try to put people on the ground, I want
them to taste the dirt, feel the air, and
feel what it’s like to all of a sudden get
ambushed.”
Beyond what he wants, however,
Walling said the book is about doing
justice to those who serve in the military.
Taking away political motives and showing those who have dedicated their lives
to defending their country, Walling said,
tells a different story of the war.
“No matter what people think of
the war, they’ve always supported the
troops,” he said. “I hope (readers will)
get a better understanding of what these
people went through on sometimes multiple tours.”

FREE Housing information
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➤ Stereotypes
Cont. from page 4
age looks worse than you.’
“There are two problems with that: It’s
a compliment that comes at the expense of
everyone else your age but also it’s based on
the assumption that people at a given age
look a certain way.”
Applewhite has come up with a snappy
answer to those comments with the aim of
creating an “aha” moment. “When they say,
‘You look good for your age,’ I just say, ‘You,
too’ — and then people have to stop and
think, ‘Gee, I thought I was being nice. Why
didn’t it feel like a compliment?’ It didn’t
feel like a compliment because you made
me think of my age.”
She does admit these can be tough ethical
calls. “It’s really important to try and figure
out accurate, low key ways for how people
can change their attitudes or just point
out a better way of phrasing something or
approaching a situation as an effort to catalyze that all-important change in attitude.
“You don’t want to be finger wagging
— you want people to come to their own
realization, like, ‘Gee, I’ve been thinking
about that a certain way and I have to
change’ — and that’s a hard thing to do

Do You Want

mailed to you?

Please check off all the facilities that you would like to receive
free, no obligation information from. You can check off as many
locations as you like. Your name will not be used for any other
purpose. Fill out the coupon, cut out and mail back to us at the
address below.

Central Massachusetts

Walling has spent five decades collecting
stories from veterans from World War II,
Korea, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan. His
research has taken him across the United
States as well as abroad to such places as
Afghanistan, Bosnia–Herzegovina, Croatia,
Great Britain, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,
Russia and Afghanistan.

Assisted Living Facilities:
❏ Eisenberg Assisted Living - Worcester

Rest Homes:
❏ Dodge Park - Worcester

Walling said he got many neverbefore-told stories from military personnel while interviewing them at home and
on bases in Afghanistan, simply because
he was the first to ask. Many of the stories, he said, were heart wrenching.
“It was ripping my soul out,” Walling
said. “To understand, to a point, what
they’ve gone through and what they have
to live through for the rest of their lives
is tough.”
Walling said he feels it’s his duty to
record these stories since he has an outlet to do so. Though he said he doesn’t
know if there’s something to learn from
his book, there are truths that aren’t
always recognized.
“There are a lot of people out there
who risk their lives routinely for a whole
bunch of other people who don’t have
to or are unwilling to,” Walling said.
“That’s what it amounts to.” — AP/The
MetroWest Daily News
without feeling defensive.”
One way Applewhite furthers those discussions is through the “Yo, Is This Ageist?”
offshoot of her blog (yoisthisageist.com), in
which she responds to questions from her
readers. (It’s based on the similarly thoughtprovoking ‘Yo, Is This Racist? website).
Recent topics included whether it was
proper for The New York Times to call New
England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady
“ageless,” whether the way Madonna and
Miley Cyrus portray themselves onstage
creates an unrealistic desire for physical
perfection and whether an otherwise healthy
70-year-old character on the TV show House
should have been given a heart transplant.
Applewhite’s website has a series of
options to help. She’s putting together a
template for consciousness raising that will
be downloadable for free. “The first step is
to look at what’s happening inside yourself.
The second step is to try and move that
out in the world and these conversations
are the tool.”
She spent much of the past year writing
a book, tentatively titled, This Chair Rocks:
The Pro-Aging Manifest, which she’s currently
shopping to publishers.
Its main message?
“Living means aging and aging means
living.”

Retirement Community:
❏ Bigelow Village - Rutland

Subsidized Apartments:
❏ Colony Retirement - Worcester
❏ Emanuel Village - Worcester
❏ Green Hill Towers - Worcester
❏ Village @ Ascension Heights - Worcester

Eastern Massachusetts
Assisted Living Facilities
❏ Oosterman’s - Methuen, Wakefield

Subsidized Apartments
❏ Congregational Retirement Home - Melrose
❏ Cushing Residence - Hanover
❏ Lamplighter Village - Canton
❏ Mt. Pleasant Apartments - Somerville
❏ Sherwood Village - Natick

FREE HOUSING INFORMATION
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
Attn: Free Fifty Plus Housing Information
Fifty Plus Advocate, 131 Lincoln St., Worcester, MA 01605
\

*We cannot process without your phone number. It will be used only in regard to the properties that
you have marked.
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Feeling Healthy

Environment trumps genetics in shaping immune system
By Lauran Neergaard
WASHINGTON —
ow a person’s immune system does
its job seems to depend more on
environment and the germs he or she
encounters than on genes, says new research
that put twins to the test to find out.
After all, the immune system adapts
throughout life to fight disease, said Stanford
University immunologist Mark Davis, who
led the work.
And while young
children’s immunity
may be more influenced by what they
inherit from their
mother and father, the
study showed genetic
influences waned in
adulthood.
“Experience counts more and more as you
get older,” said Davis, director of Stanford’s
Institute for Immunity, Transplantation and
Infection.
Scientists know there is tremendous variation in how the immune systems of healthy
people function. Davis asked if that’s more
a matter of nature or nurture, by comparing 78 pairs of twins with identical genetic
makeups to 27 pairs of fraternal twins, who
are no more alike genetically than any other
siblings. Traits shared by the identical twins

are more likely to be hereditary.
His team used blood samples from the
twin pairs, who ranged in age from 8 to
82, to track more than 200 activities and
components of the immune system. In threequarters of the measurements, differences
between pairs of twins were more likely due
to non-heritable influences — such as previous infections or vaccinations, even nutrition
— than genetics, the researchers reported in
the journal Cell.
Then they compared the oldest
twins, 60 and over, to
those under age 20,
when the immune
system is still maturing. The youngest
identical twins had
far more immune
similarity than the
oldest. That makes
sense, as older twins presumably haven’t
lived together in years and have had different
exposures since childhood, they concluded.
When the researchers gave flu vaccine to
participating twins, they found no sign that
genetics determined how many flu-fighting
antibodies were produced.
Most intriguing, the researchers found
infection with a virus so common that most
adults unknowingly carry it had a dramatic
effect. Cytomegalovirus, or CMV, is dangerous to those with weak immune systems
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but harmless for most people, and prior
research has shown it can rev up parts of a
healthy immune system. Sure enough, the
Stanford team examined 16 pairs of identical
twins where only one had CMV, and found
big differences in nearly 60 percent of the
components studied.
Does that mean people should try to
prime the immune system, rather than
working so hard to avoid germy situations?
“I’m a strong believer in the power of
dirt,” Davis said with a laugh, but this study
actually can’t offer health advice.
“This just says the environment plays a

huge role in shaping what your immune
system looks like,” he explained.
Investigating how that happens is important, said Dr. Megan Cooper, a pediatric immunologist and rheumatologist at
Washington University School of Medicine
in St. Louis, who wasn’t involved in the
study. She noted that autoimmune diseases
tend to run in families but whether someone
born genetically susceptible gets sick may be
shaped by their exposures.
“It’s when you get those infections” that
may be key to the impact on the immune
system, she said. — AP

Do heart patients fare better when doctors away?
By Lindsey Tanner

D

octors joke that if you’re going to
have a heart attack, the safest place
would be at a big national gathering of heart specialists. But a new study
suggests some older hospitalized heart
patients may fare better when these doctors aren’t around.
Survival chances were better for cardiac
arrest patients and for the sickest heart
failure patients if they were treated at
teaching hospitals during the two biggest
national cardiology meetings, compared
with those treated during weeks before
and after the meetings. Also, some of the
sickest heart attack patients got fewer

www.fiftyplusadvocate.com

invasive procedures during meeting days,
versus those treated at other times — but
that didn’t hurt their odds of surviving,
the nine-year study found.
The findings were only at teaching
hospitals, typically affiliated with medical
schools and involved in doctor training
and sometimes research; these are the
workplaces for many doctors who attend
major medical meetings. No differences
were seen in death rates at non-teaching
hospitals.
The evidence is only circumstantial and
the study lacks information on whether
the patients’ own doctors actually attendHEART page 9

Don’t worry, be happy: Go to bed earlier
BINGHAMTON, NY —
hen you go to bed and how
long you sleep at a time might
actually make it difficult for you
to stop worrying, according to researchers
at Binghamton University. The study, led
by Binghamton Anxiety Clinic Director
Meredith Coles and graduate student
Jacob Nota, found that people who sleep
for shorter periods of time and go to bed
very late at night are often overwhelmed
with more negative thoughts than those
who keep more regular sleeping hours.
The findings appear in a recent Springer’s
journal, entitled Cognitive Therapy and
Research.
People are said to have repetitive negative thinking when they have bothersome
pessimistic thoughts that seem to repeat in
their minds without the person feeling as
though he or she has much control over
these contemplations. They tend to worry

W

excessively about the future, delve too
much in the past and experience annoying
intrusive thoughts. Such thoughts are often
typical of people suffering from generalized anxiety disorder, major depressive
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder,
obsessive-compulsive disorder and social
anxiety disorder. These individuals also
tend to have sleep problems.
Previous studies have linked sleep
problems with such repetitive negative
thoughts, especially in cases where someone does not get enough shuteye. Nota and
Coles set out to replicate these studies, and
to further see if there’s any link between
having such repetitive thoughts and the
actual time when someone goes to bed.
They asked 100 young adults at
Binghamton University to complete a
battery of questionnaires and two computerized tasks. In the process, they measured
how much the students worry, ruminate or

obsess about something — three measures
by which repetitive negative thinking is
gauged. The students were also asked
whether they were more habitual morning
or evening types, preferring to hold regular
hours or to have a sleep-wake schedule that
is more skewed towards later in the day.
The researchers found that people who
sleep for shorter periods of time and go to
bed later often experience more repetitive
negative thoughts than others. This was
also true for those students who described
themselves as evening types.
“Making sure that sleep is obtained
during the right time of day may be an
inexpensive and easily disseminable intervention for individuals who are bothered
by intrusive thoughts,” said Nota.
The findings also suggest that sleep disruption may be linked to the development
of repetitive negative thinking. Nota and
Coles believe that it might benefit people

who are at risk of developing a disorder
characterized by such intrusive thoughts
to focus on getting enough sleep.
“If further findings support the relation
between sleep timing and repetitive negative thinking, this could one day lead to
a new avenue for treatment of individuals
with internalizing disorders,” added Coles.
“Studying the relation between reductions
in sleep duration and psychopathology
has already demonstrated that focusing on
sleep in the clinic also leads to reductions
in symptoms of psychopathology.”
This study is part of a line of research
examining the relations between sleep
behavior and mental health. Based on
growing evidence linking sleep and psychopathology, Nota and Coles and their
colleagues at Binghamton University are
aiming to understand how information
about sleep may be used to help individuals with anxiety disorders. — Newswise

➤ Heart

attend the meetings are less inclined to
try the most invasive treatments, and that
a less intensive approach is better for the
sickest patients, Jena said.
The study was published in a recent
issue of JAMA Internal Medicine.
The research is provocative and might
help doctors figure out how to lower
patients’ death rates throughout the year,
said Dr. Rita Redberg, the journal’s editor.
The authors analyzed 30-day death
rates for Medicare patients hospitalized
during the annual meetings in the spring
and fall, which typically draw thousands
of doctors. Data included nearly 3,000

patients at teaching hospitals during
meeting days from 2002 through 2011.
The comparison group was about 18,000
patients hospitalized on the same days
during the three weeks before and three
weeks after the meetings.
The 30-day death rates for meeting-day
versus non-meeting days patients were:
•60 percent versus 70 percent for cardiac arrests.
•18 percent versus 25 percent for the
sickest heart failure patients.
•No difference for the sickest heart
attack patients: about 39 percent for both
groups.

Among the heart attack patients, the
meeting-days group had fewer heart stent
procedures to open blocked arteries. The
researchers found no difference in rates
for a few invasive procedures for cardiac
arrest and high-risk heart failure patients,
but said there may have been differences
in other treatments not included in the
study that might explain the results.
Dr. Patrick O’Gara, president of the
American College of Cardiology, said
the study’s observational design makes it
impossible to know if the national meetings had any effect on patients’ survival.
— AP

Cont. from page 8
ed the meetings.
“The solution is not to get the cardiologists to have meetings every week,”
said Dr. Anupam Jena, a Harvard Medical
School economist and internist and the
study’s lead author. Identifying specific
treatments that were given or not given
during meeting times would be a better
solution that might lead to better outcomes, Jena said.
It might be that doctors who don’t
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Travel and Entertainment

By Ellen L. Weingart

would be celebrating and arranging for
a birthday cake and champagne to mark
ith my mother-in-law’s 90th birthday approachthe occasion.
ing, it didn’t take our family long to decide that
From the moment we walked in, it
a seven-day Caribbean cruise would be the ideal was clear that Ruth was the star of the
way to celebrate this remarkable lady.
evening. She was warmly welcomed
We chose to sail aboard Holland America Line’s
by the maitre d’ and as soon as Ruth
Westerdam from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., with port stops
found out he was from Germany, they
in Grand Turks and Caicos, Puerto Rico, St. Martin and
embarked on a lively discussion of the
Holland America’s private island in the Bahamas, Half
various places she visited on her trips to
Moon Cay.
Germany. Both the service and food were
Ruth is no typical 90-year-old, assuming such a person
impeccable, topped off by a delicious
exists. She lives indepenbirthday cake.
dently in her own apartment
The cruise provided us with many
in New York, exercises daily,
opportunities to be together, something
takes advantage of the city’s
that has happened all too rarely with
museums, regularly attends
our family scattered geographically.
the theater, is up on all the
The Westerdam is classified as “midlatest books and movies and
sized” (1,900 passengers) and was small
keeps in touch with famenough that we would run into one
ily and myriad friends via
another at the Lido Deck cafeteria at
e-mail. We wanted to make
breakfast and lunch. Similarly, we’d see
Ruth (third from l) celebrates her birthday with her family at the Pinnacle Grill.
sure she had a birthday celeach other at the pool or in one of the
ebration that matched her
My husband and I, mindful that the New England
ship’s beautiful lounges.
amazing vitality and zest for
winter was only just getting started, spent time around the
The family always met for dinner, frequently going on
life.
pools and in the hot tubs.
together to take in the evening’s entertainment, includRuth at 90
Cruises provide activiFor younger families, Holland America also provides
ing a family-appropriate ventriloquist, a comic and two
ties for every age and interest so with our group of eight
supervised activities for children, including Club Hal for
production shows with computer-generated scenery. Or
including Ruth’s three baby-boomer children, their spouses we would gather in one of the various lounges to listen to
children ages 3 to 12, and The Loft, an “adult-free” area
and her 17-year-old granddaughter, we
where teens 13 to 17 can enjoy music, games, movies or
music ranging from rock to classical. And we would meet
were sure we’d all have a wonderful
just hang out. Nighttime baby-sitting is also available.
for the daily trivia competition where our wide range of
time. We were not disappointed.
Port stops also offered activities for every age group
age and accumulated knowledge made us competitive —
From the time she boarded, there
and interest, ranging from kayaking, snorkeling, biking
although we never won.
was no doubt that Ruth’s birthday
and horseback riding, to island tours, lolling on the beach
But we also had ample opportunity to pursue our
would be celebrated in style. A happy
and of course, shopping. In St. Martin, my husband and
individual interests.
birthday sign and a sparkly ribbon
I elected to take an art tour, visiting various artist studios
The gym rats among us, primarily 90-year-old
decorated her cabin door and her
and enjoying the marvelous scenery. Other family memRuth and one of my sisters-in-law and her spouse,
cabin was festooned with birthday
bers enjoyed the port area shopping. In Grand Turks, we
spent early mornings on the treadmill, watching the
balloons. Passengers celebrating
stepped off the ship to discover a whole history of the
sea pass in front of the gym’s large, ocean-facing
a special event can also extend
United States space program that we had little previous
windows.
the festivities with flowers, wine,
My other sister-in-law and her daugh- knowledge of. And there were stops where we just elected
photos and other gifts purchased
to stay on board and enjoy the ship.
ter took advantage of the onboard
on board.
Upon our return to Ft. Lauderdale, the celebration
spa for some mother and daughter
But the highlight for us
continued with Ruth’s two grandsons and their families,
pampering.
was the birthday dinner in the
including her three little great-granddaughters, joining the
Those of us on board
Pinnacle Grill, Holland America’s
festivities.
with a culinary bent, could
fine-dining option serving elegant
indulge ourselves with the
beef and seafood dishes at a reaIf you go …
almost daily live cooking
sonable upcharge. We made resFor information or reservations, go to www.hollanshow at the Culinary Arts
ervations for Ruth’s birthday soon
damerica.com or call 877-932-4259. Guests planning a
Center featuring one of the
after booking the cruise, notifying
special celebration aboard Holland America should contact
Westerdam’s top chefs and
the restaurant of the milestone we Ruth’s Happy 90th birthday
Ship Services at 800-541-1576.
some tasty samples.

W

“You make our family feel that
we are your only client.”
- Jini, ABC Home Healthcare client

Experience the difference. We’re owned and managed
by a Nurse Practitioner and Certified Case Managers.
When it comes to home care, trust the professionals.

Home
Healthcare

®

P r o f e s s i o n a l s
781-245-1880

www.abchhp.com

Home Health Aide • Homemaker • Companion • Live-In Care
Private Duty Nursing • Hospice and Respite Care • and more
All services available 1 to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and include nurse supervision.
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Help Mom Move !

We Help Seniors

Bring Mom & Dad to the Seminar

Cleanout, Sell, and Move
Free Seminars packed with information & handouts!

“Easy Transitions”

Coming to your area this Spring…
MARCH: Acton, Woburn, Quincy, & Lexington
APRIL: Littleton, Hudson, Marlboro Holliston, Westborough, &
Shrewsbury
MAY: Newton, Lexington, Arlington, Watertown, & Worcester

Happy Transitions ♥
Not Just Transactions

At the seminar you will learn:
• What should we do with the house?
• How do we manage a lifetime of
possessions?
• How do we find & manage a Realtor?
• What is the home worth?

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY

Call for Date & Location in Your Area: 508-691-0080 x 10
Can’t join us? Call for your FREE
Downsizing Guide & Pocket Magnifier
Concierge Services to
Prepare & Sell Your Home
CALL DAVID NOW: 774-696-6124

Presenter:

, Inc.

©2014 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of
HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity.
Stephan Real Estate, Inc. 978-443-7300

“We move at your pace”
David J. Dowd
President & Founder

We Put The
“Home” In Housing!

3x6 FPA z-3
DowdSellMomsHouse_4K_6x6_3.15.pdf

Bixby/Brockton Centre
103-106 Main St, Brockton - 508.588.5556
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Heat & Hot Water Included
Community Room & Library

Congregational Retirement Homes
101 Cottage St., Melrose - 781.665.6334
Efficiencies, Studios & 1Bedrooms
Community Room, Library, Beauty Salon
Pet Friendly**

Lamplighter Village
1 Stagecoach Rd., Canton - 781.828.7834
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Community Room
Pet Friendly**

Lamplighter Village,
Canton

Mt. Pleasant Apartments
70 Perkins St., Somerville - 617.623.5810

Now Accepting Applications!

Congregational Retirement
Homes, Canton

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Heat & Hot Water Included
Pet friendly**

Our communities feature 24 hour emergency maintenance,
professional management on-site, laundry care center, emergency
call system, planned resident events & activities, and close to public
transportation, shopping, restaurants, and medical.

781-794-1000 | PeabodyProperties.com
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*Income limits apply. Communities for 62 years+, HP/disabled person 18 years+.
Please inquire in advance for reasonable accommodations. Info contained
herein subject to change without notice. **Breed & weight restrictions apply.
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Resolved to plant a garden this year? How to start
By Dean Fosdick

T

he arrival of a new year is always a
good time for fresh starts, and there
are few things as enjoyable to start
— or that provide fresher returns — than
gardening.
But how should a novice begin?
A helpful first step is to develop a plan.
Decide what you want to grow. Choose the
best place for growing it. Determine how
much you can safely harvest and store.
Finally, lay it out.
“Novice gardeners often start too big,
and soon realize they don’t have the time
or energy to fully develop or maintain their
original garden plan,” said Gail Langellotto,

➤ POW
Cont. from page 6
prisoners were rescued in a hail of gunfire,
gallantly freed by his countrymen. But what
really ended his captivity was an open gate
and the total disinterest of the elderly guards,
who knew the war was over when Russian
troops started closing in.
“Two years earlier,” he said, “I don’t know
what they would have done to us, but they
would have done something.”
“We didn’t want to be liberated by the
Russians, so we just started walking west,”
said Hastings. “We were in pretty good
shape. You had to be.”
But who could endure a seven-day trek
after spending nearly half a year subsisting
on almost nothing but soup? Hastings and
his comrades could, and they did, finally

a horticulturist with Oregon
State University Extension
Service.
“Another common mistake is gardening without
first getting to know your
soil,” Langellotto said.
“Different soil types present
different gardening opportunities and challenges.”
What that means is getting a soil test done if you prefer an inground garden. You also can do your planting in raised beds or containers. That way
you can introduce commercially blended
soils, many of which include slow-release
fertilizers and water retention capsules to

give seeds or seedlings a
quick boost.
Want guidance?
“Many people search
for advice on the Internet,”
Langellotto said. “But a
fantastic and underused
resource is your local
Extension office. We provide
gardening advice that is reliable, fact-based and relevant
to your particular gardening situation.”
Easy-to-grow plants include annual
flowers. But perennials generally take care
of themselves once you get them established in the right location, Langellotto
said.

“For vegetables, I have a list of ‘the
easy eight’ that beginning gardeners might
want to start with: radishes, peas, leaf lettuce, carrots, spinach, bush beans, summer
squash and hybrid tomatoes,” she said.
“Most of these crops are very forgiving and
easy to grow if you understand their basic
needs.”
Set some first-year goals, said Larry
Campbell, the Harrison County, West
Virginia, agriculture extension agent.
“Those should include garden site development through tillage, construction of
raised or square-foot beds if desired, and
soil amendment for pH and nutrients,” he

reaching an airfield controlled by Allied
forces.
Perhaps surprisingly, it was there that
some of the men lost their lives.
“Several of the fellows died because they
gorged themselves on food,” he said, leading
the Allies to carefully ration it out so the
men’s bodies could adjust. After a month, he
was sent back to the United States, where he
helped prepare soldiers for fighting in Japan.
After the war, he was discharged and
returned to his hometown of Worcester to
study electrical engineering at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. Instead of using that
education to ply his trade, he joined the Boy
Scouts of America, lived in several places
in the northeast, and finally settled in West
Springfield in 1977. He retired 10 years later.
When he first came to West Springfield,
there were “seven or eight” other POWs in
town. Today, he is the only survivor.

He works two days a week delivering mail
between schools in town, and sells tickets
during The Big E. If he quit his jobs, he could
collect more money in veterans’ benefits, but
“I choose to keep active.”
“I get more than I think I deserve sometimes,” he said, speaking of his 75-percent
disability payments and extra assistance
because of his ex-POW status. “I’m pretty
physically fit. I don’t have any real problems.”
Hastings was awarded the Bronze Star
for valor and kept other mementoes from
his time in the service. His combat infantry
badge is his favorite. He intends to leave
them all to his three children.
War in the modern era is much different, he said, saying that politicians force
the military to take a “piecemeal” approach.
But, as it always has been and always will
be, war is Hell, and “there’s a lot more stuff

that can kill you.”
Nevertheless, Hastings believes everyone
should join the service; he supports the
Israeli government’s mandate of two years
for most citizens. The benefits are not just
financial. They include the instilment of
discipline that lasts a lifetime.
The 17-year-old who joined the Army,
endured more than five months of captivity,
and survived one of the most brutal wars in
human history, is now a mentally tough and
physically fit 89-year-old with an obvious
sense of peace about his experiences. And,
decades later, he proudly wears the hat that
denotes his veteran status, lights a candle
every year in Westfield in honor of POWs,
speaks highly of the town he lives in, and
loves the United States of America.
“We live in a great country,” he said,
“despite all the problems. Plenty of people
want to come here.” — AP/MassLive.com

RESOLVED page 19

Providing Quality Care For Over 40 Years
Intercity Home Care is a local family
owned and operated full service
agency. Providing quality senior care
for over 40 years, we are committed
to giving compassionate care and
supportive services to help keep
people safe and independent in their
own home.

Personal Care ● Companionship
Homemaking ● Caregiver Support
Geriatric Care Management
Alzheimer’s Care

“2015 Theme “Bite into a Healthy Lifestyle”
Call us today for a free in-home assessment.
www.intercityhomecare.com / 781-321-6300
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• Laser Cataract Surgery
• All Laser LASIK
• Using state of the art technology (IntraLase™
and CustomVue™ Wavefront-Guided Lasers)
• Advanced Surface Ablation
• General Ophthalmology
• Glaucoma and Dry Eye

Eye Care and Laser Surgery of Newton-Wellesley
Newton-Wellesley Hospital
2000 Washington Street - White 548
Newton, MA 02462

617-796-EYES (3937)
www.yourlasikdoc.com
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com

3x6 Eastern MA
EyeCareLasSurg_4K_7.14.pdf

Resource for Caregivers

How to choose the right hearing aid for specific needs
By Linda A. Johnson

T

ired of making people repeat themselves? Is cranking up the volume
on the TV no longer enough help?
That’s a signal it’s time to get your hearing checked and consider a hearing aid. In
the last several years, the technology has
advanced tremendously, hearing aids have
become less conspicuous and insurance
coverage has improved.
“This is not your grandfather’s hearing
aid,” yet many people have that outdated
view, said audiologist Carolyn Smaka, editor
of the website www.audiologyonline.com .
Today, virtually all hearing aids are
digital and they do far more than boost
volume. They’re essentially minicomputers,
precisely programmed for each patient, to
boost sounds and adjust tones where they
need it most, much like the way stereo
equalizers adjust various frequencies to
produce the best sound, said Smaka.
They’re also pricey: Most run from
$1,000 to $6,000 each, including followup. Nearly everyone needs two, and they
usually must be replaced about every five
years.
“People should realize that their hearing
loss is much more noticeable than any hearing aid will be,” said Kim Cavitt, an audiology consultant in Chicago and president
of the Academy of Doctors of Audiology.
About 30 million U.S. teens and adults
have impaired hearing, often caused by
excessive noise at work or leisure, such as
loud music. That includes nearly 1 in 10
adults aged 55 to 64; 1 in 4 aged 65 to 74;
and half those 75 and older.

Hearing impairment can cause frustration, social isolation and depression,
so hearing aids can
greatly improve daily
life, though they can’t
completely restore
hearing.
With all the available options, selecting a device is complicated, but most manufacturers provide
a trial period entitling you to a refund if
you’re not satisfied.
Here’s a roadmap:
•Talk with your doctor. A thorough
exam is essential, as about 15 percent of
patients with hearing problems are found to
have ear infections, medication side effects,
benign tumors or other problems hearing
aids can’t fix, Cavitt said.
•Seek recommendations. If a hearing
aid is appropriate, it’s crucial to pick a
hearing professional who answers all your
questions and listens to your concerns.
Options include an audiologist, who has
a master’s or doctoral degree, or a hearing
aid dispenser, who may be equally knowledgeable but may not have an advanced
degree. Be sure to ask about qualifications
and fees in advance.
Start with your doctor, but also ask
relatives and friends who have a hearing
aid, or search the databases of professional
organizations, such as www.audiology.org .
•Check insurance coverage. The initial evaluation normally is covered, but
until recently the hearing aid, fitting

and follow-up were
rarely covered, except
by the Veterans
Administration.
Today, roughly 30
percent of plans cover
at least some of that,
according to Cavitt.
Your out-of-pocket
costs may limit what
options you choose.
•Interview a couple hearing aid providers. Besides an initial
evaluation, you’ll need a fitting that includes
programming the device and training on
insertion, cleaning and battery changing,
plus two to three follow-ups to fine tune
the hearing aid’s settings.
•Get tested. At this stage you should
receive a 45- to 60-minute test analyzing
your hearing loss, such as whether your
problem is mainly with low frequencies or
high frequencies. High frequencies usually
go first as you age, making it difficult to
understand children and women.
•Discuss your specific problems. For
many, that’s trouble talking on the phone
and hearing conversations at a party or
restaurant. For those still working, it may
be difficulty participating in office meetings.
Knowing those details will help your
audiologist pick the most suitable device.
If it’s programmable, you can have multiple
settings for specific situations, such as quietly listening to music, trying to hear over
all the background chatter at church bingo
or carrying on a conversation when you’re
driving and can’t watch the passenger’s face.
•Review optional features. If you want

multiple settings for different sound situations, you might consider a remote control
to switch between settings.
Feedback control, which prevents loud
squealing and whistling, is a must.
You likely will want directional hearing
aids; they have two or three microphones,
which helps you focus on what you want
to hear and can reduce annoying background noise.
If you use a cellphone, ask about hearing aid compatibility. For example, there’s
an iPhone app for that can stream a call
directly into your hearing aids.
But you may not need the most advanced
bells and whistles. Those include hearing
aids that are water-resistant and ones with
accessories such as a penlike device that
streams TV audio.
•Consider appearance. Options include
devices that hook behind the ear, sit in
the outer ear, or are in the ear canal and
nearly invisible.
•Discuss price options. In general, the
smaller and more sophisticated the device,
the higher the price.
Beware of “bargains,” though. Some
hearing aids can be bought online, but
most Internet offerings are really just personal sound amplifiers. Although they sell
for as little as $100, they’re not regulated
and are only for people who want volume
boosted a bit.
•Review the warranty. Hearing aids typically are covered for one to three years, and
the first year may include replacing lost
ones — a common problem, since they’re
so small. An extended warranty might be
smart. — AP

Mature motorists worse at texting and driving
DETROIT —
lder, more mature motorists — who
typically are better drivers in many
circumstances — are much worse
than their younger counterparts when texting while driving, according to A Wayne
State University interdisciplinary research team in
the Eugene Applebaum
College of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences.
“The Effects of Texting
on Driving Performance
in a Driving Simulator:
The Influence of Driver
Age” explores the relationship between
texting, driving performance and age.
Randall Commissaris, associate professor of
pharmaceutical sciences and Doreen Head,
assistant professor of occupational therapy,
said the results were surprising because
they contradict those of other studies
examining the connection between age and
distracted driving.
“Generally, people believe that younger
drivers are more easily distracted and
therefore would be more susceptible to
the dangers of texting and driving,” said
Commissaris. “However, our study —
which included drivers ranging in age
from 18 to 59 — demonstrated just the
opposite. Although texting while driving
had a negative impact on drivers of all ages,
younger drivers were less distracted by
texting, and older drivers’ performance was
much worse because of their texting.”

O

Findings were based on the observation
of participants who demonstrated proficiency at texting with one hand, owned smartphones and indicated they were prolific
texters. On average, about 50 percent of all
subjects had lane excursions — or crossed
from one lane to another
— while texting. But what
shocked Commissaris and
Head most was that as the
age of drivers increased,
so did the percentage of
lane excursions. One hundred percent of drivers
who were between 45 and
59 years old made lane excursions while
texting as compared to about 80 percent
of subjects between 35 and 44, almost 40
percent of participants between 25 and 34,
and nearly 25 percent of drivers between
18 and 24.
“There is a perception that more-experienced drivers can text and drive more
safely because they can manage distractions
better than less-experienced drivers,” said
Head. “Not only are adults sending the
wrong message because they are telling
young people to do as they say, not as they
do, but they are also putting themselves
and others in harm’s way.”
Commissaris and Head plan to examine
the impact of age on driving and texting
further. They hope to find out why age difference is a factor.
“It is possible that, relative to younger
drivers, older drivers spend more of their

texting time looking at their cell phones
and not at the road; this could increase
driving errors in our older drivers,” said
Commissaris. “Alternatively, it is possible
that older drivers do not differ from younger drivers with respect to the time spent
looking at their phones, but they are more

distracted by texting while driving because
they are less able to manage the cognitive demands of multitasking. Of course,
it is possible that both of these factors
may be contributing to the greater extent
of texting-induced impairment of driving
observed in older drivers. — Newswise

Snow brings out scammers in Massachusetts
BEDFORD —
assachusetts police are warning
residents to beware of people
charging exorbitant prices for
snow removal services.
Seniors in several communities have
been targeted.
The Anguses of Bedford paid almost
$3,000 to have snow cleared from their
roof by two men who knocked on their
door.
Sara Angus tells WCVB-TV they charged

M

$1,000 at first then came back two days
later and demanded more. She says she and
her husband feel like victims and called it
an “expensive learning experience.”
Similar scams have been reported in
other towns.
Police warn homeowners to beware
of people who offer to do work, yet can’t
produce a business card, a professional
license, and drive an unmarked vehicle.
Police also say agree to a price in advance
and get it in writing. — AP

Social Security extends hours at field offices
WASHINGTON —
he Social Security Administration
says a budget increase this year will
allow it to keep field offices open
an extra hour on most weekdays, starting
in March.
After years of cutbacks, the agency said
it will restore service hours nationwide
on March 16. A field office that is usually
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. will stay open
until 4 p.m. on every weekday except
Wednesday.

T
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Field offices will continue to close at
noon on Wednesdays.
Members of Congress complained last
year after learning that Social Security
had closed dozens of field offices even as
millions of baby boomers were approaching retirement. The agency has more than
1,200 offices.
Social Security says most business can
be done online, including applying for
retirement, disability and Medicare benefits. — AP
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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Is a home equity line of credit a fit for you?
By Alex Veiga

R

ising home values and low interest
rates are a powerful combination for
homeowners looking for more financial breathing room.
The trend, fueled by the two-year housing recovery, has helped spur many borrowers to take out a home equity line of credit
against the value of their home.
Such a loan, also known as a “HELOC,”
can give borrowers more financial flexibility
and typically at a lower interest rate than
a credit card. But HELOCs can also pose
risks, should interest rates rise sharply or
home values plummet.
When the housing market crashed in
late 2007 it wiped out the equity many
borrowers had in their home, prompting
lenders to slash their available credit. Others
overextended themselves financially, assuming home prices would continue to rise and
boost their ability to use borrow more money
against their equity.
That’s not deterring many homeowners
from using a portion of their homes’ value
as a piggy bank. Available credit extended
via HELOCs to U.S. homeowners jumped
27 percent to $120 billion in the 12 months
ended June 30, according to Experian
Decision Analytics data.
“It’s important to think about whether
the payments are affordable and whether
it’s worth putting the equity in your house

at risk,” said Debbie Goldstein,
executive vice president at the
Center for Responsible Lending.
Here are five tips to help
determine whether a HELOC
is right for you:
1. Know the basics — Home
equity lines of credit essentially function like a credit card
or a traditional line of credit.
Borrowers can tap a portion of
their available credit, pay it off,
and use it again for the term of
the credit line or draw period,
which is typically 10 years.
After that, any unpaid balance converts to a loan that must
be repaid over a predetermined
period, typically 10-20 years. In some cases,
a lender will require payment in full at the
end of the draw period.
One key benefit HELOCs have over standard bank loans that are not secured by real
estate is borrowers can deduct their interest payments on balances up to $100,000
against their tax liability.
2. Consider the interest rate — Because
the terms of HELOCs can vary, it’s essential
to understand how interest rates will be
applied on your loan.
Beyond determining the length of the
draw period and starting interest rate, you’ll
want to know whether the terms of the loan
include payment in full at the end of the

draw period, and how much time, if any,
you’ll have to pay back the balance.
Lenders generally base the starting interest rate on HELOCs on the prime rate. Look
for lenders that offer to cap that prime rate
over the life of the loan, which will protect
against a spike as rates fluctuate over the
draw period.
Interest rates on HELOCs have been
trending lower this year. The average now is
around 4.87 percent, according to Bankrate.
com. That’s based on a $30,000 line of credit
with a combined loan-to-value ratio of 80
percent. The loan-to-value ratio is determined by weighing how much a borrower
would owe on home loans against what the

property is worth.
Many economists predict
loan rates could go higher
beginning next year, when the
Federal Reserve is expected to
start raising interest rates.
3. Don’t assume you’ll qualify — Having equity in your
home doesn’t automatically
qualify you for a HELOC.
Expect that lenders will
want to review your credit and
income history going back a
couple of years, as well as
a couple of months of bank
statements.
“They’re going to look at
your ability to have saved, your
ability to have cash reserves,” said Cyndee
Kendall, regional mortgage sales manager
at Bank of the West. “Do you have the
wherewithal to pull from savings to make
a payment if need be.”
The size of your credit line will also
depend on how much equity you have
relative to any other mortgages on the
property. This is assessed by determining
your combined loan-to-value ratio.
It’s generally calculated by adding what
you currently owe on your mortgage with
the proposed credit line amount, then
dividing that total by the home’s current
EQUITY page 15

Come See Your Best Option
Over Nursing Home
and Assisted Living

• Oosterman’s Rest Homes of Melrose and Wakefield
provide personalized care in the comfort of a homelike environment.
• Our loving care is 7 days a week, twenty four hours a
day, 365 days a year.

More services. More benefits.
More fun.

• Home-cooked meals, a secure and safe environment
and a comfortable setting are some of our amenties.

We provide quality medical care here, in your
community. Our team specializes in caring for
older adults, coordinating care at our PACE
centers as well as in your home.

Visit us on the web!
www.oostermanresthome.com

Call for a tour of our homes:
93 Laurel Street, Melrose 781.665.3188
706 Main Street, Wakefield 781.245.4778
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For more information call 1.877.803.5564 (TTY 771)
or visit elementcare.org
Upon enrollment participants must receive all health care, primary care and
specialist physician services–other than emergency services–as authorized by
PACE, or be fully and personally liable for costs of unauthorized services. H2222_2014_21
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com

Wake up your lazy asset with new lending option
By Alain Valles

your plan.
The R-LOC capitalizes on the features
of the improved federally insured Home
Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM),
also known as a reverse mortgage. Past
reverse mortgage programs had high
costs and other negative features. The
new HECM program has drastically
reduced costs by over 40 percent in most
situations, while
affording homeReverse
owners increased
Mortgage benefits and protection.
As a result,
the retirement financial planning conversation has changed. The R-LOC is
intended for a wider range of people who
desire to optimize their current retirement plans without changing their lifestyle and standard of living.
An R-LOC allows a homeowner 62
years old or older to have access to a
percentage of their home’s equity for use
today or for a rainy day. In essence, an
R-LOC provides a new source of tax-free
cash if desired, or as it is needed. The
cash can be received as a lump sum, a
monthly check for life, and/or as a line
of credit that may be accessed at a later
date. All this without giving up control
and, most importantly, providing the
option to never again make a monthly
mortgage or home equity loan payment.
R-LOC features include:
•Access to tax free cash when needed;
•Line of credit that grows over time

I

f you are like most people your two
largest retirement assets are your
investment savings and your home.
However, due to its illiquidity, the home
is seldom part of the retirement planning
conversation. It has simply been too hard to turn
home equity into ready
cash.
But a paradigm shift
is occurring in retirement
planning. Real estate is no
longer a disregarded or
“lazy” asset on the household balance sheet.
Insightful financial advisors and their
clients are including home equity as
part of goals-based retirement planning
thanks to a new financial product called
the R-LOC™ (Retirement Line of Credit),
which provides access to this critical asset
to help ensure long-term retirement success.
The R-LOC is an advanced, yet simple
planning strategy that can solve the
retirement quandary of balancing future
quality of life desires and needed cash
flow requirements, while offering protection against the uncertainties of inevitable
life events. One of the greatest advantages of an R-LOC is it does not detract
from an existing retirement plan. On the
contrary, an R-LOC complements and
strengthens your current strategies and
provides the opportunity to better fund

regardless of home value;
•No required monthly mortgage payments;
•Pays off current mortgage and other
debts;
•Supplements your Social Security;
and
•May close in a trust or life estate.
Invest a few moments to learn how
an R-LOC can improve your ability for a
successful retirement plan at www.retire-

mentloc.com.

➤ Equity

fixed-rate loan to pay back the balance
of a HELOC years into the future means
you won’t know what that rate is for many
years and could end up paying significantly
more over time.
“That (rate) will be whatever the market
rate is at that moment 10 years from now,”
Kendall said.
5. Consider another option — If you
need funds that you know you won’t be
able to pay off within a couple of years,
consider a home equity loan, said Kevin
Meehan, certified financial planner at
Wealth Enhancement Group.
Such loans also tap home equity, but
generally come with a fixed principal
and interest payment. This eliminates the
potential shock payment risk of a variable
interest rate.
“Instead of accessing a HELOC, if you
have debt elsewhere, it might be the better
long-term decision to roll it all together
... where you have longer to pay it off
with no interest rate risk,” Meehan said.
— AP

Cont. from page 14
appraised value.
For example, someone who owes
$200,000 on their mortgage, wants a
$30,000 HELOC and whose home is valued
at $350,000, would have a combined loanto-value ratio of 65.7 percent.

Most lenders won’t approve
HELOCs where the borrower’s
combined loan-to value ratio is
above 80 percent.
Most lenders won’t approve HELOCs
where the borrower’s combined loan-tovalue ratio is above 80 percent, though
some go as high as 90. Ideally, borrowers
need at least 20 percent equity, said Mike
Kinane, retail lending senior product manager at TD Bank.
4. Weigh the risks — Relying on a

Alain Valles is President of Direct Finance
Corp. with over 25 years of experience. He
has a Masters in Real Estate from M.I.T., an
MBA from The Wharton School and achieved
the Certified Senior Advisor designation. He
can be reached at 781-724-6221 or by email
at av@dfcmortgage.com. Read additional
informational articles on www.fiftyplusadvocate.com.

Do You Want to
Save $4,000???

Social Security Extra Help Rules Have Changed!!

You May Be One of 5,000 Beneficiaries
Now Eligible for This Program.
1. Do you have Medicare
Prescription Drug Coverage?
2. Is your monthly income at or
below $1,373/individual, $1,841/
couple?

Hope.
Where would we be without it?

3. Are your resources at or below
$12,510/individual, $25,010/
couple?

For those facing serious illness or loss, hope is here. We’re
focused on meeting the needs of the seriously ill and their
families — dedicated to touching lives in so many ways.

If you answered yes to these three questions,
you may save up to $4,000 in prescription drug costs this year.
To find out if you qualify for
this program, call your
Regional SHINE Program at

1-800-AGE INFO
1-800-243-4636 (Option #3)

(508) 957-0200 • HopeHealthCo.org
HOSPICE | PALLIATIVE CARE | HOUSECALLS
DEMENTIA & ALZHEIMER’S SERVICES | COMMUNITY CARE | CARE FOR KIDS

SHINE (Serving the Health Information Needs of Elders) is Administered by the Mass Executive Office of Elder Affairs In
Partnership with the Friends of the Milford Senior Center, The Massachusetts Councils on Aging and other local agencies.
Fifty Plus Advocate (Zone 3)
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ShinePro4.10

Formerly Hospice & Palliative Care of Cape Cod
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Home Improvement

Improving the kitchen in small or big ways
By Melissa Rayworth
nother holiday season has passed,
and with it the marathon cooking and
baking sessions. The hours spent using
every kitchen appliance and inch of counter
space had a potential benefit more lasting
than a good meal: When we really use our
kitchens, we discover what does and doesn’t
work in this very important room..
Remodeling a kitchen can be expensive
and challenging, but you can make substantial cosmetic changes with just the help of a
painter and electrician, said interior designer
Betsy Burnham of Burnham Design in Los
Angeles. And if you’re ready for even bigger
changes, it’s still possible to stay on budget
and create a gorgeous kitchen with a minimum of stress.
Step one is deciding what really needs to
be done. Can you work with the appliances
and cabinets you’ve got, or is it time for a
full-scale remodel?
Step two is the budget, coming up with
a realistic estimate for each expense, said
designer Brian Patrick Flynn of Flynnside
Out Productions.
Then, the fun can begin. There are areas
where a little improvement can go a long way.
A smoothly functioning kitchen has space
for everything to be stored away, within
reasonable reach. Can you achieve that with
your current cabinets? If so, Flynn suggests
keeping them and just replacing or refinishing

the doors. “Cabinetry installation adds a lot to
a budget,” he said, “so saving by simply reusing what you’ve got can be a massive help.”
If your cabinet doors are stained wood,
consider painting them. Then,
change the hardware.
Drawer pulls and cabinet door handles “can
make or break the
look of the space,”
said Lee Kleinhelter
of the Atlanta-based
design firm Pieces.
Take time choosing
new ones.
Flynn agrees: “I always
use high-end hardware regardless
of how high or low my budget is,” he said.
“Adding an interesting metal and finish to
your doors just really adds character and
uniqueness. You can never go wrong with
dull black pulls and knobs, and I’m also a
huge fan of antique brass. When it comes to
silver tones, I try to stay classic and go with
polished nickel.”
If you do need to add or replace cabinets,
Burnham suggests having them custommade. It can be expensive (Flynn estimates
that ready-made cabinets cost about one-third
as much as lower-end custom designs). But
they are worth the investment, Burnham
said. “You’ll get well-made pieces, built to
your needs, that will last through time, kids
and tons of use.”

16
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Rather than adding cabinets with doors,
she suggests installing drawers. “Deep drawers provide excellent storage for pots and
pans, and even oversize plates,” Burnham
said, “and banks of drawers just
look cool.”
Painting kitchen
walls can be “a quick,
inexpensive solution
to a kitchen remodel
on a low budget,”
Kleinhelter said,
and “any color can
work.” But she advises clients that kitchen
decor “should work with
the rest of the house.” Bring in
colors that appear in nearby rooms, or stick
to a neutral palette.
If you’re trying to update your kitchen’s
look, Burnham said “there’s been a shift
from the once-ubiquitous all-white kitchen
toward gray-painted cabinets, and we’ve
found ourselves experimenting with color.”
Her office is currently designing one kitchen
“that’s predominantly a sophisticated cream
color, and another that will have dark, olivegreen cabinets and a textured, black-stone
countertop.”
Homeowners are also getting more creative and saving money with materials like
concrete. Concrete tile is “an inexpensive
material that comes in an incredible array of
colors and patterns,” Burnham said, and “it

www.fiftyplusadvocate.com

works for backsplashes or kitchen flooring,
and really makes a statement.”
Try mixing affordable elements with
higher-end ones: “Basic butcher block is
my favorite countertop because of its classic appeal, and it’s insanely affordable. By
juxtaposing it with a unique backsplash,
like a mosaic marble or rustic stone, it looks
more high-end,” Flynn said. “My biggest
splurge on kitchens is usually my lighting
and backsplashes.”
And choose colors and materials you’ll be
happy with long-term, rather than something
trendy. “Classic and simple is where it’s at,”
said Burnham.
A new table and chairs can update a
kitchen’s look and make it more comfortable. But it’s tempting to sacrifice function
for style. Don’t.
“We all live in our kitchens,” said
Kleinhelter, “so it is important to have comfortable and durable seating.”
Stools are popular, and Burnham said
designers in her office love the simple, clean
look of a row of stools arranged along a bar
or kitchen island. But, she said, comfort is
key: “We find most clients like seats with
backs and arms.”
Also, choose seating that’s easy to clean
and durable. “I love to use vinyls or faux
leathers,” said Kleinhelter, “because it is so
easy to clean, but still looks polished.”
Burnham’s favorite for seating: the natural
texture and style of rattan. — AP

Ready to buy? Make the most of your open house visits
By Alex Veiga

W

inter has several weeks yet to go.
But in the realm of real estate
it’s already spring.
The annual spring home-buying season
traditionally kicks off the week after the
Super Bowl, which serves as an unofficial
cap to a typically slow holiday season.
More homes are hitting the market and
that means would-be buyers can expect
to see a pickup in open houses, when
real estate agents allow prospective buyers to tour a home, usually within days
after it’s been listed for sale. Open houses
offer more than just the opportunity to
get a closer look at a property, so being
prepared is key.
“Look at open houses as a fact-finding
mission,” said Mia Simon, an agent with
the real estate brokerage Redfin in Palo
Alto, California.
Here are five tips to get the most out
of your open house visit:
1. Do your homework — Unless you’ve
stumbled upon an open house while on a
drive, take time research the home you’re
going to visit online.
Before you set foot in the house, rule
out any potential deal-breakers. Do you
have concerns about the schools that serve
the area? Is the garage too small for your
needs? Is the neighborhood not walkable
enough for you? Home listings on websites
like Zillow.com, Realtor.com and Trulia.
com offer lots of details on homes and
neighborhood information that can help
you determine whether it’s worth it to go

to an open house.
2. Bring proper tools — Be
sure to carry a tape measure,
notebook and a camera. You’ll
need these, especially if you
plan on hitting several open
houses in one weekend, because
you will likely want to follow
up with the sales agent later on
specific questions.
The tape measure will come
in handy, to gauge space for beds
and other big furniture pieces.
3. Stop, look and listen —
Rather than settling for a quick
walkthrough, consider spending some time at the house,
really getting a feel for what it
would be like to live there. Staying 20-30
minutes or longer makes it more likely
you’ll spot something that you might otherwise miss, like a recurring noise.
Don’t think twice about opening closet
doors, peering underneath a corner section
of carpet, inside cabinets or behind paintings, which sometimes may be covering up
damage or flaws in the house. You’ll also
want to check bathroom surfaces for mold.
“It’s OK to open closets because you
need to see if your clothes are going to
fit,” said JoAnne Poole, associate broker
at Berkshire Hathaway Homesale Realty in
Baltimore. “If the refrigerator is going to
come with the property you need to open it
and make sure it meets your expectations.”
Also walk around the house and then
around the block. Check out the condition
of nearby homes. Are they in disrepair or

has the landscaping run amok?
If you’re in the market for a condominium, make sure you view any common
areas, such as a pool or club house, as
well as extra storage. And don’t forget the
parking area. Is it tandem parking?
4. Engage in chit chat — Open houses
tend to draw neighbors and maybe even
the seller.
Chatting up the other people in the
open house to determine if they live in the
neighborhood can pay off, as you could
glean more information about what the
neighborhood is like and whether anyone
else on the block may be looking to sell.
Should you encounter the seller at the
open house, introduce yourself. That could
help down the road, should you put a bid
on the house, said Redfin’s Simon.
One way is to look around the house for
books, framed photos and other personal

items that could provide insight
into the sellers and perhaps
a way to bond over a mutual
interest or hobby.
“You’re looking for shared
experiences, so if you see a
bunch of Cal Berkeley gear
and you went to Stanford,
maybe you don’t want to submit a cover letter with you in
a Stanford hat,” said Simon.
“Something that little can put
you over the edge in a competitive situation.”
5. Crash the brokers’ tour
— Often, an agent hired to
sell a home will offer buyers’
agents an opportunity to visit
the property ahead of the initial open
house. This so-called brokers’ tour typically happens midweek, during business
hours. But if you can make it, it’s a good
way to get a look at the home ahead of
other prospective buyers, giving you extra
time to consider making an offer before
the broader open house.
A newly listed home will have an open
house within days of hitting the market,
especially in markets where there’s a lot
of competition for few properties. But in
areas where there may be more homes
available than buyers, an agent could list
the home but hold off on the open house
for a few weeks.
In such cases, there’s no need to wait for
the official open house. Instead, have your
agent reach out to the listing agent and set
up a private viewing of the home. — AP

AttrActive & AffordAble
This beautiful privately owned apartment complex
with subsidized units for elderly and disabled individuals
is just minutes from downtown Melrose.

Close to Public Transportation • Elevator Access to All Floors
On Site Laundry Facilities • Heat Included • On Site Parking
24 Hour Closed Circuit Television • Excellent Closet and Storage Space
• 24 Hour Maintenance Availability • On site Management Office
• Monthly Newsletter • Weekly Videos on Big Screen T.V.
• Resident Computer Room • Bus Trips • Resident Garden Plots

One Bedroom Unit

Handicap Unit
(One Bedroom)

Two Bedroom Unit

Call for current income guidelines

Joseph t. cefAlo MeMoriAl coMplex
245 West Wyoming Avenue, Melrose, MA 02176

Call our Office at (781) 662-0223 or TDD: (800) 545-1833, ext. 131
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday through Friday for an application

Visit us on the web at www.cefalomemorial.com
3x6 (1/4TH PAGE) FPA Z-5
CefaloMemComp3.1.09
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Viewpoint

Gov. Jane Swift got it right on Home Care
By Al Norman

I

n the middle of January
2015, a group of six
elder advocacy groups
wrote a letter to Gov.
Charlie Baker, urging him
not to cut the state’s home
care budget for seniors. The
governor has the option to use what
are known as his “9c” powers to reduce
funding without legislative approval.
The letter was sent to Gov. Baker
around two weeks before any cuts
would be announced.
I was asked by a reporter who saw
our letter to the governor, “How do you
know that home care is on the cuts list
before the list comes out?” I replied:
“Because we’re always on the list.”
Unfortunately, this is the history of
programs to help seniors live at home:
•In July of 1990, Gov. Michael
Dukakis cut $7 million from the
home care program, and the following
December, another $4 million.
•In 2002, Gov. Jane Swift proposed
cutting $6.5 million from home care in
9c cuts — but later withdrew the plan.
•In October of 2008, Gov. Deval

Patrick cut $7 million from home care,
and in November of 2014, he cut
another $1.5
million from
home care.
Of all
these governors, Jane Swift was the one who
realized that cutting care at home made
no sense from a financial point of
view. In 2002, I led a group of seniors
to meet with Gov. Swift’s Secretary
of Administration and Finance, Mike
Sullivan. We met in his office for 45
minutes. A few days later, Gov. Swift
released a list of 130 budget items that
were being cut — but home care had
been removed from the list. Swift told
the media: “Cuts to direct services to
folks in home care eventually show up
on your balance sheet in a more expensive way.” She understood that investing
in home care provides an immediate
return: a senior today who is eligible for
nursing facility care — but who is kept
at home instead — saves taxpayers the
cost of a nursing facility today.
Since the year 2000, a total of 4.5
million patient days have been cut from
the MassHealth nursing facility budget.

Push
Back

This year, the reduced level of nursing
facility use will save state and federal
taxpayers $853 million. We call that
“the home care dividend.”
The federal government for several
years has been begging states to shift
their spending away from institutions,
and towards home care. They have
a vested interest, because they pay
for half of the MassHealth program.
Massachusetts will receive roughly $110
million in new federal funding this
year because the Commonwealth has
agreed to invest more funding in home
and community-based services. But at
the same time, Gov. Patrick cut home
care just three months ago. It makes
no sense to tell the federal government
we will spend more on home care, and
then cut home care. But that’s what the
Patrick administration did.
The first governor to use the phrase
“community first” was Mitt Romney.
In 2006, it was Romney who signed
legislation I helped write, the “Equal
Choice” law, which says that people on
MassHealth have the right to be care
for in the “least restrictive setting.” Gov.
Patrick was prepared to file a federal
waiver to increase home care funding.

At one point in the budget process,
Patrick had requested $41 million for
a so-called “1115 waiver” to encourage
“flexible service options in the community for those who might otherwise need
to seek services in a facility setting.”
But by June 2009, the 1115 waiver had
been abandoned, and home care was
facing cuts. The recession had started
— a downturn from which the home
care budget has still not fully recovered.
The home care accounts today are lower
than they were in fiscal year 2009 —
seven years ago.
Home Care is a smart investment
that attracts more federal revenue, and
gives seniors the care they want, where
they want it. For the cost of one nursing
facility bed, we can keep six elders at
that same level of care at home.
Gov. Swift was right: Cutting home
care “eventually shows up on your balance sheet in a more expensive way.”
I believe that Gov. Baker will recognize a good return on investment when
he sees it.
Al Norman is the Executive Director of
Mass Home Care. He can be reached at info@
masshomecare.org, or at 978-502-3794,

Obama challenges GOP again, this time with budget
By David Espo
WASHINGTON —
ith higher taxes on the wealthy
and billions in new spending,
President Barack Obama’s nobalance budget lays down an audacious
challenge to Republicans who swept to full
control of Congress last fall and now claim
a mandate to eliminate deficits over the next
decade.

W

Analysis
Make that the second audacious challenge
in the past three weeks — coming after a
State of the Union address in which Obama
threatened to veto Republican legislative
priorities and demanded lawmakers enact
his own.
Then, as now, his objective was in part
to help Democrats in Congress recover from
their election drubbing, and in part to position them and his party as the champion
of the middle class in advance of the 2016
campaign. To do that, he tars Republicans
as apostles of a “mindless austerity” that has

set back the economic recovery and was
woven into a recent history that includes a
partial government shutdown and flirtation
with default.
The word “austerity” appears seven
times in a 17-page introduction, none of
them favorable and usually attributed to
Republicans and described as mindless or
needless.
Now, Obama and budget say, those days
are over.
To make the point, he called for about
$1.5 trillion in tax hikes, mostly on wealthy
corporations and individuals as well as
smokers. Enacting new immigration policies
like the ones approved in the Democraticcontrolled Senate last year is estimated to
raise another $500 million in higher tax
revenue over a decade, as immigrants freed
from the threat of deportation enter the
workforce.
Spending is roughly flat: $50.3 trillion
over a decade in the president’s budget, compared with $50.4 the Office of Management
and Budget calculates would otherwise be
spent. Within those totals, though, Obama
proposes hundreds of billions in cuts to
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Medicare providers on one side of the ledger,
and nearly $500 billion in new highway and
bridge construction, free community college
for two years and other, smaller programs
such as a National Park Service Centennial
Initiative.
Further irritants to Republicans are
embedded in the administration’s tax-andspending plan, including steps to fight
climate change that they have ridiculed and
the continued existence of the health care
plan the GOP has vowed to uproot.
By Obama’s reckoning, this all adds up to
persistent deficits, estimated at $687 billion
in 2025 despite what the administration
predicts will be relatively strong economic
growth and low unemployment.
Obama is at pains to say that’s not so bad
after much higher deficits in recent years.
“The key test of fiscal sustainability is whether
debt is stable or declining as a share of the
economy,” he says in his budget message.
“The budget meets that test.”
That may be fine for Obama and
Democrats in Congress, but Republicans
are betting their political election gains on a
different test entirely.

“Our budget will balance, and it will help
promote job creation and higher wages,
not more government bureaucracy,” House
Speaker John Boehner said in a statement
that also said the president wants to “impose
new taxes and more spending without a
responsible plan to honestly address the big
challenges facing our country.”
Republicans have passed a 10-year balanced budget through the House each year
since they took power in 2011. The Senate,
now under GOP control, intends to do
the same thing, according Sen. Mike Enzi,
R-Wyo., chairman of the budget panel. In a
statement, he and Rep. Tom Price of Georgia,
head of the House Budget Committee, said
Obama is advocating more spending, more
taxes and more debt.
If they succeed in agreeing on a balance
budget plan, House and Senate Republicans
will be obliged to pass separate legislation
to make it happen, deep spending cuts
included.
Judging from his State of the Union speech
and his budget, Obama will be waiting.
With a veto pen and a talk about the perils
of austerity. — AP

➤ Social

older Americans would have incomes
below the official poverty line.
Just consider Ida May Fuller, who by
the time she died at age 100 in 1975 had
collected $22,888.92 in benefits. She once
told a reporter that the money, “come pretty near paying for my expenses.”
For these reasons, Social Security
should be above political opportunism —
no matter which party rules.

Cont. from page 5
numbers we baby boomers would represent and the impact we would have on the
program. He never could have predicted
that people would live so much longer and
healthier lives. Yet, his original premise to
keep retirees out of poverty still exists.
According to the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities, almost 90 percent of
people aged 65 and older receive some of
their family income from Social Security.
Without those benefits, 44.4 percent of
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Sondra Shapiro is the executive editor of
the Fifty Plus Advocate. She can be reached at
sshapiro@thefiftypluslife.com. Read more at
thefiftypluslife.com.

At 88, workout fanatic lifts more than 200 pounds
By Stephanie Butzer
HIGH POINT, N.C. —
larence Ilderton still remembers the
first day he started running.
May 16, 1968 — the day after he
quit smoking. He was 42.
Five years later, he picked up Korean taekwondo and worked his way up to becoming a black belt. While
he reached for this goal,
he joined the YMCA
of Greater High Point,
where he has been a
member for 40 years.
Now, at age 88,
he works out every
Monday,
Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and,
sometimes, Saturday. While he no longer
can practice taekwondo, his trainer, Josh
Prevette, creates a workout routine for
him every three months. Prevette was a
trainer at the YMCA before switching jobs,
but still returns to help Ilderton and teach
some classes.
“I have dealt with all types and several
folks in their 80s, but I’ve never dealt with
anyone who can do what Clarence can do,”
Prevette said. “He’s different than a lot of
folks. Normally, somebody his age is more
along the lines of day-to-day living and how
to train your body and exercise toward making your lifestyle better. But with Clarence,
he is able to push himself into goals as far
as lifting more weight.”
In fact, Ilderton bench pressed his max
weight when he was 83. Prevette said he

C

was hitting all cylinders at that time and
benched 255 pounds. He can still press
more than 200 pounds now.
“He’s 88, but I didn’t see regression in
him as far as any of his workouts until
about five years ago,” Prevette said. “He
was progressing a lot of his lifts and some
different things. Obviously, at some point,
you have to start regression. He’s still able
to do much more than
any 88-year-old that I
know.”
Ilderton had to stop
running and taekwondo when he was 80, but
he walks a mile every
day at the indoor track
at the YMCA to start his
workouts.
A mile walk is how he started running
in the first place. In 1968, he would visit
the track at Albion Millis Stadium on the
then-High Point College campus. Over time,
he quickened his pace and started running.
It wasn’t long before he could run a full
mile. Then, three miles. Then, five, almost
every day.
He broke away from the track and started
running all over High Point. Cold winters
and hot summers did not discourage him.
He even got up to 10 miles a few times.
“I ran (10 miles) the first time and said,
‘Oh, I’m surprised’ and I did it again to make
sure the first time wasn’t a fluke,” he said.
After doing a mile walk at the YMCA,
he stretches for about 30 minutes before
moving onto weights.
When he started at the YMCA 40 years

ago, Ilderton’s body was already strong
from years in taekwondo. He took private
lessons from Master Young Yu at Young Yu
Tae Kwon Do in Greensboro for six months
before joining a class at the YMCA.
“It’s a lot of mental and physical discipline
— that’s what it is,” Ilderton said. “It is the
most confidence-building physical exercise
I’ve ever done. It gives you a whole lot of
confidence in yourself that you’re able to
do things you had no idea you were able
to do, especially at my age.”
That strength, both mental and physical,
has served him well since he started working
out solely at the YMCA.
As the trainer for all kinds of people,
Prevette has helped several people in their
80s. But normally he helps them with rehabilitative workouts. With Ilderton, he makes
a schedule that includes basic Olympic lifts,
squats, bench press, leg press and other
general muscle-building strength exercises.

“He has muscle tone at 88,” Prevette
said. “That’s what’s even more incredible
about him. Normally, muscle tone falls off
at 40. It’s one of those deals when you see
that and he’s 88 years old and he still has
great muscle tone _ it’s pretty phenomenal.”
Ilderton’s dedication to exercise stems
from one pushing factor: He wants to stay
healthy and in shape. Working out also
clears his mind. While he said he is worn
out and tired after exercising, he never feels
pain afterward. By following the schedule
and pushing himself only as far as he knows
he can go, he continues to build up muscle.
“I don’t care how much money you got, if
you don’t have your health, you don’t have
anything,” Ilderton said. “So, I just wanted
to stay in good health. That’s what’s been
pushing me all these years to do everything
I’ve done. I enjoy accomplishing things that
I had no idea I could accomplish.” — AP/
High Point Enterprise

➤ Resolved

• Choose plants suitable to their region
or USDA plant hardiness zone.
• Keep a record of the weather each
gardening year. That can help you predict
patterns for the following season. “Also,
keeping records of the performance of
the various varieties grown each year can
aid the gardener with plant selection,”
Campbell said.
“I think the best rules of thumb are,
have fun, don’t be afraid to experiment in
the garden and don’t be afraid of failure,”
Langellotto said. “Realize that no one
is born with a green thumb or a brown
thumb. Gardening can be learned.” — AP

Cont. from page 12
said. “Also, deciding in advance whether
you want to grow enough vegetables to
supply fresh produce for daily use or
for post-season preservation is necessary
before starting the garden each year.”
Some general tips from Campbell:
• Gardens should get six to eight hours
of sunlight per day.
• Soils should be well drained and
slightly acid to neutral, or in the 6.5 to 7
pH range.

Affordable Living at its Best
Now Accepting Applications for 62 Years or Older
Income Guidelines: $32,950 single / $37,650 couple
Applications for the under 62 permanently disabled is now closed.

• Heat and hot water included
• Qualified Applicants pay 30%
of adjusted income
• 24 hour emergency
maintenance

Comfortable floor plan

• Seasonal trips
• Monthly activities include:
exercising classes, birthday
parties, book mobile, blood
pressure screens and podiatrist

Sherwood Village
Apartments

• Manicured walking paths with
garden plots

143~145 Mill Street, Natick, MA 01760

Call at 508-651-1811 for details

• Ideally located in Natick
residential bus route
• Pets okay under 20 lbs.

Relax in Park-like setting
Fifty Plus Advocate (Zone 3)
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Quality Healthcare Isn’t All We Do – It’s Everything We Are
At Golden LivingCenters®, we strive to help people live fuller, longer and more productive lives by offering innovative
healthcare that addresses changing needs. We offer a full spectrum of integrated programs and services, provided
by compassionate, dedicated staff. Combining 24-hour nursing with our exclusive Golden Rehab therapy, we
provide a well-rounded recovery plan to meet your needs.
Golden LivingCenter - Attleboro
27 George St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Golden LivingCenter - Heathwood
188 Florence St.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Golden LivingCenter - Chetwynde
1650 Washington St.
West Newton, MA 02465

Golden LivingCenter - The Hermitage
383 Mill Street
Worcester, MA 01602

Golden LivingCenter - Dedham
1007 East St.
Dedham, MA 02026

Golden LivingCenter - Oak Hill
76 North St.
Middleboro, MA 02346

Golden LivingCenter - Dexter House
120 Main St.
Malden, MA 02148

Golden LivingCenter - Melrose
40 Martin St.
Melrose, MA 02176

Golden LivingCenter - Elmhurst
743 Main St.
Melrose, MA 02167

Golden LivingCenter - Norwood
460 Washington St.
Norwood, MA 02062

Golden LivingCenter - Fitchburg
1199 John Fitch Highway
Fitchburg, MA 01420

Golden LivingCenter - Plymouth
19 Obery St.
Plymouth, MA 02360

Golden LivingCenter - Garden Place
193 Pleasant St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Golden LivingCenter - Wedgemere
146 Dean St.
Taunton, MA 02780

Golden LivingCenter - Gloucester
272 Washington St.
Gloucester, MA 01930

Golden LivingCenter - West Newton
25 Armory St.
West Newton, MA 02467

For admissions information, call our Direct Connect line.
1-888-243-4646 • Fax: 855-855-1182
directconnect-boston@goldenliving.com
This facility welcomes all persons in need of its services and does not discriminate on the basis of age, disability, race,
color, national origin, ancestry, religion, gender, sexual orientation or source of payment. GLS-11833-14 J135
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